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Small Firm, Big Results
NEW YORK LEADERS IN LAW

Decades of personal injury law experience, New York street savvy, and laser-
focused legal insight combine to make attorney Ivan Diamond a powerful 
advocate for victims of injury.

“My clients are experiencing some of the worst events of their lives,” he says.
Awarded “best in class” in his � eld at Brooklyn Law School, Diamond’s interest 

in personal injury law began early on. Since founding � e Law O�  ces of Ivan 
M. Diamond in 1999, he has represented thousands of plainti� s in signi� cant 
injury, wrongful death, and medical malpractice cases, and the resulting suc-
cesses have placed him amongst Multi-Million Dollar Advocates Forum®’s Top 
Trial Lawyers in America®. 

With highly sophisticated legal services, Diamond competes toe-to-toe 
with large practices and powerful insurance companies. As a trial lawyer, 
he prepares for courtroom arguments from day one, ready to confront wit-
nesses, deal with judges, and engage with juries. If he takes a case, judges 
and opposing counsel understand he has con� dence in its strength and is 
willing to take it as far as the client’s best interest requires.

Without excessive overhead and bureaucracy, the firm is agile and 
responsive. “Giving them a realistic idea of the merit of their case, respond-
ing quickly to their calls, and keeping them up to date on the progress helps 
lessen their burden,” he says.

RENOWNED REPUTATION
Recognized amongst his peers for a nonstop dedication to justice, Diamond 
holds each case to the highest standard. 

“Ivan Diamond is the kind of attorney you want in your corner a� er being 
involved in an accident. He is tenacious, � ghts hard for his clients, and combines 
diligence, determination, and experience with the ability to think outside the box,” 
says Elliot Weinreb, attorney at � e Law O�  ces of Elliot Weinreb.

When the family of a man with brain trauma presented their case to Diamond, 
this sentiment certainly rang true. When other attorneys wouldn’t take the case, which 
involved improper treatment in an emergency room, he recognized a way forward. 
From the � rst meeting, he began paving a path toward compensation. 

� e hospital’s well-funded defendants slow-walked the process toward mediation 
before suddenly � ling a motion to dismiss. Astutely turning the tables, Diamond � led 
his own cross-motion for summary judgment, a move that would block the hospital 
from defending itself against the complaint and allow the judge to determine the size 
of the award. � e defense reluctantly returned to the negotiation table, ultimately 
agreeing on a $6.25 million settlement.

“Mr. Diamond was sensitive to our sense of urgency to resolve this situation,” 
says Nilda Roura, the sister of another client whose brother was severely injured in 
a nursing home. “He always kept us well informed as we went through this process, 
and we are very grateful that he fought for us.”

“We never lose sight of the needs of our clients and the impact of their trauma,” 
adds Diamond. “We’ll always show up for trial or negotiations better prepared than 
anyone else in the room.”
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